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The intention of this thesis is to give a better understanding of the way
that subduction zones evolve, to examine the way that different subduction
parameters affect each other and finally to demonstrate how visualization
can be used as a tool to provide deeper insight into such zones.
The first part, describes the characteristics and the theory behind the
formation and evolution of the areas that the phenomenon of subduction
takes place. It can be especially useful to readers who do not have extensive
previous knowledge on this subject.
The second part, uses 20 measurable parameters of subduction zones
to develop statistical models in order to reveal correlations and tendencies
within geological observations around zones of subduction. This models
are created using multiple linear regression with the help of the R statistical
software environment.
The third and final part, deals with the visualization of geological
phenomena by using software that computer science has developed for
geoscience. For this purpose, bathymetrical reconstruction of the Cascadia
slab is performed and visualized, using the previously acquired models
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Even from the first years of geological exploration, scientists were con-
cerned and curious about the inner structure of the earth. The English
scientist Isaac Newton was the first to deal with this subject. Through his
studies of planets and the force of gravity he concluded that the average
density of the Earth is more than twice the density of the rocks near the
surface and that made him realize that the interior of the Earth is com-
posed of much denser material than the surface rocks. Trying to establish
how this mass is distributed and thus get a picture of the inner structure of
the Earth took many years due to technological boundaries and shaped the
science of seismics as we know it.
After every earthquake, waves of energy that travel through the
Earth are generated. These waves are called seismic waves and due to
their nature to travel at different speeds in different materials, help us
understand the internal structure of the earth. The two main types of such
seismic body waves are the P-waves (primary or compressional waves)
and S-waves (secondary or shear waves). P-waves travel through all
kind of materials including gases, liquids and solids and travel relatively
fast at speeds between 1 to 14 km/s depending on the rock type. The
motion which is produced from such a wave is an altering compression
and expansion of the material. On the other hand S-waves travel slower at
speeds between 1 to 8 km/s within the Earth and are incapable of travelling
through liquids. These waves’ movement is perpendicular to the direction
that the wave is travelling. [34]
The change of speed and direction of the waves when they pass through
to another material and the difference of speed of travel between P-
waves and S-waves, provide scientists a view of the inner structure of the
Earth. The fact that both P- and S-waves are detected in seismometers has
determined that the mantle of earth is solid in contrast with the outer core
which is “molten” or liquid as the S-waves that travel into it cannot be
detected on the other side of the Earth. If we measure the time it takes for a
seismic wave to travel through Earth, we can easily determine the velocity
structure of the Earth. All these measurements are of course taken with the






Seismic tomography is a technique that images the Earth’s interior
structure using seismic waves generated by earthquakes and explosions.
Seismic tomography has a medical analogue which is CAT (computer –
aided tomography) scanning as they both combine information from large
numbers of intersecting waves in order to build three dimensional images
of the medium that the rays have travelled through.
Almost every image of seismic tomography is based on the spatial
distribution of the velocity of seismic waves which is determined by using
travel time data. This data is acquired from an array of seismographic
stations placed all over the Earth’s surface [3]. In order to map the 3-
D distribution of the P and S-waves’ velocities as well as the locations
of discontinuities that happen at interfaces between different layers, we
have to analyse the arrival times of waves. The variation in the velocity
of the waves inside the Earth is mostly related to the temperature and
compositional variations that occur. In lesser extent, wave propagation
velocity depends on a small-scale property of the medium which is the
orientation of crystals in it.
• Temperature Variations
Colder materials generally tend to be harder and more resistant to
compression compared to hot ones. That is why seismic waves travel
through cold areas of the Earth’s interior more rapidly. On the other
hand warmer materials have softer consistency and as a result the
waves travel more slowly.
• Compositional Variations
In order to explain the way that the seismic tomography images the
Earth’s interior we have to use the principles of wave propagation
through different media. From Snell’s law, we know that when a
wave crosses an interface between two isotropic media, the wave
changes its direction according to the following formula and this
applies to both P- and S- waves.
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Where V1, V2 the velocity of light in the respective medium and n1, n2
the refractive index (which is unit-less) of the respective medium.
Graphically Snell’s law is depicted in 2.1.
If the Earth was homogeneously composed throughout its spherical
body the seismic waves would travel in straight lines and we would only
deal with geometrical relation between the P and S-waves’ travel times and
the epicentral distance (see figure 2.2a). In reality the inside structure of the
Earth is divided in layers and that complicates the relation between the
waves’ travel times and the epicentral distance following Snell’s law (see
figure 2.2b).
All the previous make obvious that the velocity of seismic waves
contains indirect information about the Earth’s internal flow. The way
to extract these information though is anything but easy. A single ray’s
velocity computed at the time of arrival at a seismic station is only an
average velocity over the entire path that the ray travelled and does not
reveal the areas where the wave has been decelerated or accelerated. In
addition, the average velocity is normally calculated over great distances
because of two reasons. Firstly, there are large expanses on the Earth
without any seismic station, especially because of the oceans and due
to economic and political reasons. Secondly, earthquakes mostly occur
around plate boundaries and they are impossible to be predicted.
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(a) a hypothetically homogenious
Earth (b) the layered Earth
Figure 2.2: The way that seismic waves travel through [35]
Nevertheless, the vast amount of data in the seismic database, gives the
opportunity to scientists to construct detailed images of the Earth’s internal
seismic-velocity structure applying tomography. [16], [1], [34]
Using all the knowledge gained through the seismic waves and
laboratory experiments, scientists discovered that the Earth’s interior is
anything but homogeneous and that it is made up of distinct layers like
shown in the figure 2.3. The way we can define the Earth’s interior structure
though is dual. Firstly we can do it by using mechanical properties like
rheology and secondly by using chemical properties. Chemically, the
principle layers beginning at the centre of the earth are the core, the mantle
and the crust. Mechanically the layers are the core, the mesosphere, the
asthenosphere and the lithosphere [11], [24]. The connection between the
chemically divided layers and the mechanically divided ones is depicted in
figure 2.3 and explained in details below.
2.1 Core
The core of the earth is approximately 3500km thick and is considered to
be mainly composed of nickel and iron alloy. This assumption is based on
calculations according to its density and on the fact that many meteorites
which are considered to be portions of the inner part of a planetary body are
iron-nickel alloys. The Earth’s core contains radioactive materials which
break down into more stable substances and release heat. That makes the
core the Earth’s source of internal heat.
The core is divided in two different parts, the outer and the inner core.
The outer core is electrically conducting liquid as the extreme temperatures
are adequate to melt the iron-nickel alloy. The outer core is the only liquid
layer of the earth, it is about 2300 km thick and is located 2890 to 5150 km
below the surface of the earth On the contrast the inner core is solid even
7
Figure 2.3: Chemical and Mechanical layers of Earth’s interior [62]
though the temperature is much higher than the one of the outer core. The
reason for that is the tremendous pressure of the overlying rocks which is
strong enough to crowd the atoms tightly and form a solid state. The inner
core’s consistency is mostly of iron and nickel, its diameter is about 1200km
and it is located 5150 to 6378 km below the surface of the Earth. [31], [22],
[25]
2.2 Mantle
The Earth’s mantle is approximately 3000 km thick, it is thought to be
consisted of mainly olivine-rich rock and has different temperatures at
different depths. In general terms the temperature increases with depth
and the highest ones occur where the mantle material meets the heat-
producing core. This correlated increase of temperature and depth is
known as geothermal gradient which causes different rock behaviours and
these behaviours are used to distinguish the mantle in two different parts,
the upper mantle and the lower one.
The upper mantle consists of rocks that are cool and brittle which makes
them break under stress and produce earthquakes. However the rocks in
the lower mantle are hot and soft –semisolid, not molten, so they can flow
instead of breaking when they are subjected to high forces. [31], [22], [26]
2.3 Crust
The crust is the Earth’s outermost and thinnest layer and its consistency is
hard and rigid. We distinguish the crust in two different types, the oceanic
crust that underlies the ocean basins with only 5 to 7 km thickness and
the continental crust which underlies the continents and has 10 to 70 km
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thickness. These two different crust types are composed of different rock
types. The thick continental crust is primarily composed of granite and its
low density allows it to float on the much higher density mantle that is
located below. The thinner oceanic crust is primarily composed of basalt.
[31], [22], [26]
2.4 Lithosphere
The lithosphere is composed of the crust and the upper mantle, it
constitutes the harder and more rigid outer layer of Earth. Like the crust,
we can distinguish lithosphere in oceanic and continental one. Oceanic
lithosphere exists in the ocean basins and is typically about 50 to 140
km thick. Continental lithosphere underlies continents and its thickness
ranges from 40 km to approximately 280km. When it comes to continental
lithosphere, the upper 30 to 50 km are the crust. [38]
The lithosphere is broken up into giant rigid pieces which are called
tectonic plates and move slowly each year as they slide on top of a part of
the mantle that is called asthenosphere.
2.5 Asthenosphere
The asthenosphere lies directly below the lithosphere and is a portion
of the upper mantle. It lies below the lithosphere at depths between
80 and 200 km below the surface. Its thickness depends mostly on the
temperature but in some regions, asthenosphere can be 700 km thick. It
is a malleable semi-liquid zone and a small percentage of melt makes the
seismic waves travel relatively slowly through this layer compared to the
overlying lithosphere. The reasons for this ductile state are the temperature
and pressure conditions that turn the rock into a semi-fluid which moves
forming currents. [26]
2.6 Mesosphere
The mesosphere is the part of the mantle below the asthenosphere but
above the outer core. In simple terms it can be described as: Mesosphere =






In the early 1900s, a German scientist Alfred Wegener (1880-1930) noticed
that most of the continents seem to fit together like a puzzle especially
when comparing the continental shelves instead of the coastlines. Be-
cause of this observation he proposed the idea that the continents were
once forming one single protocontinent which he named Pangaea and over
time they split and moved apart into their current positions. Wegener’s
hypothesis also explained the way that the mountains were formed (oro-
genesis). He explained that as the continents were moving, their leading
edges were encountering enormous resistance which caused compression,
upwards fold and finally mountain formation. The prevailing theory until
that time was the “contraction theory” which stated that the planet was
once a molten ball and during the process of cooling down the surface
cracked and folded up on itself forming the mountains. This theory though
was not explaining why all the mountains did not have approximately the
same age. Finally Wegener proposed that the mechanism that forced the
continental break up and drift was a centrifugal force caused by the rota-
tion of the earth.
In 1929, Arthur Holmes was the one who came up with the idea that
the mantle undergoes thermal convection. This phenomenon occurs while
we heat a substance and its density decreases. This makes the substance
rise to the surface until it is cooled down and sinks again. This current
was responsible, according to Holmes, for breaking up the continents and
moving them apart. [67], [25]
3.2 Modern Days
The modern plate tectonics theory was widely accepted at 1960s and states
that the Earth’s outer part, the lithosphere, is divided into large slabs which
are called plates. The lithosphere can be divided in eight major plates and
many minor ones. These plates underlie the oceans and the continents
and are slowly but constantly moving (typically from 10 to 150 mm per
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year). This movement can explain many geological events that occur, like
earthquakes and volcanoes.
The location that the plates meet is called plate boundary and the
relative motion of the plates in that area determines the type of boundary;
convergent, divergent or transform [44]. A convergent boundary occurs
where two plates are moving towards each other. In a divergent boundary
the two plates are moving apart from each other and finally at a transform
boundary the two plates slide past each other.
3.2.1 Convergent Boundary
A convergent boundary can also be called a destructive plate boundary.
This is a highly deforming region where at least two tectonic plates move
towards one another and collide. Due to this collision one of the tectonic
plates is “forced to subduct under the other” and this is how a subduction
zone is formed (see figure 3.1a). The result of the pressure and the frictions
around the subduction zones are earthquakes and volcano forming. The
plate that subducts in these zones is normally a plate with oceanic crust and
moves beneath a plate with oceanic or continental crust. More information
about subduction theory is given in chapter 4 In the cases that the two
colliding plates are both made of continental crust, it is not referred to as
a subduction zone but as a continental collision (see figure 3.1b). During
these collisions large mountain ranges are formed, a good example of this
are the Himalayas. [44], [69]
3.2.2 Divergent Boundary
A divergent boundary can also be called constructive boundary or
extensional boundary and occurs between tectonic plates that are moving
away from each other (see figure 3.1c). Within continents that diverge,
rifts are initially formed which later become rift valleys. The most actively
diverging plate boundaries are the ones between oceanic plates and form
mid-oceanic ridges.
In divergent zones, the motion that pulls away the two plates creates
a space between them. This space reveals the deep mantle rock of the
asthenosphere, the molten magma. As this magma rises to the top, it
freezes onto the trailing edges of the diverging plates, filling the gap that
was created and expanding the plates. In that way new lithosphere is
created with hot material and over millions of years it cools down. While
it cools down it shrinks more and more and that is why fresh sea floor
always stands higher than the older lithosphere and mid-ocean ridges
take the form of long and wide swells. Divergence that happens between
continental plates is the reason why new oceans are born [44], [60].
3.2.3 Transform Boundary
Transform boundaries are also called transform faults or conservative plate
boundaries and are places where the plates move sideways past each
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(a) Subduction zone (b) Continental Collision
(c) Divergent (d) Transform Fault
Figure 3.1: Different types of plate boundaries [41]
other (see figure 3.1d). At these boundaries lithosphere is neither created
nor destroyed like at divergent or convergent boundaries respectively.
California’s San Andreas fault is one of the most well-known transform
boundary. Transform boundaries end abruptly and are connected on both
ends with either other faults or ridges or subduction zones. Transform
faults help the strain relief caused by compression, extension or lateral






Subduction is a scientific word from the Latin language and means “carried
under”. Subductions happen in convergent boundaries where one plate
meets another and one sinks under the other, into the mantle (see figure
4.1). The regions where this phenomenon occurs are known as subduction
zones. Typically, the rate that subduction occurs is some centimetres per
year and the average rate of convergence is approximately between 2 to 8
cm per year.
When two continents meet, there occurs no subduction as the contin-
ents are made of rocks that are too buoyant to sink more than about 100
km deep. When oceanic lithosphere meets continental one, the continent
always “wins” and it is the oceanic plate that subducts. The last possibility
is that an oceanic plate meets another oceanic plate. Here it is the younger
plate that “wins” and the reason for that is the density. When the oceanic
lithosphere is formed at the mid-oceanic ridges, it is thin and hot but as
it moves away from the ridge it cools down and becomes thicker because
more rock hardens underneath it. As all the rocks do, while lithosphere
cools, it shrinks more and that is why it sits lower. As the years pass, the
oceanic lithosphere becomes denser and colder than the hot asthenosphere
that lies beneath. For this reason when two oceanic plates meet, it is the
younger and higher density plate that has the advantage.
Once a plate begins to subduct, it is the gravity that takes over and when
it is already descending, it is usually called “slab”. The sinking plate can
form an angle of approximately 25 to 45 degrees to the Earth’s surface. It is
observed that when the sea floor is very old, the slab sinks almost straight
down. On the contrary, when the plates are quite young, the slab sinks at a
shallow angle.
When it comes to gravitational “slab pull”, subduction is considered to
be the strongest force driving plate tectonics and without it plate tectonics
would not occur. The cause for the plate sinking and “slab pull” is the
temperature difference between the mantle asthenosphere and the oceanic
lithosphere that subducts as the oceanic lithosphere is colder and on
average denser. The high pressure that occurs at a depth of approximately
80 to 120 km, turns the basalt that the oceanic lithosphere is made of, into
a denser metamorphic rock called eclogite. As the density is increased, it
15
Figure 4.1: Subduction Zone [59]
provides the slab with an additional negative buoyancy and this makes the
subducted slab much more eager to descend.
At the point that a slab starts to bend downwards, a deep-sea trench is
formed. Trenches tend to capture a lot of sediment from the nearby land
masses, much of which is carried down with the subducted plate. There
is also another possibility for the sediment which is captured. While the
one tectonic plate subducts, it floats on the asthenosphere and so it pushes
against the plate which lies on the top. This can cause the scrapping off of
sediments from the slab by the top plate. These sediments form a mass of
material called accretionary wedge which attaches to the end of the upper
plate, forming a wedge like soil in front of a plough. This is demonstrated
in figure 4.1
Subduction zones are also areas with high rates of volcanism, earth-
quakes and orogenesis. Above subduction zones, exist long chains of vol-
canoes which are called volcanic arcs. These volcanoes tend to be extremely
explosive and produce dangerous eruptions because of the water content
from the slab and the sediments. In addition, arcs are associated with pre-
cious metals like gold, silver and copper, which are believed to be carried
out by the water and can be found in rocks called ore in rock terminology.
Orogenesis or else mountain-building, takes place when large pieces of ma-
terial on the subduction plate are pressed into the plate which over-rides
or when the over-riding plate contracts sub-horizontally The interactions
between the slab and the mantle, the volcanoes and the mountain-building
are the reasons why the areas around subduction zones are subject to many
earthquakes. [8], [28], [34]
4.1 Origin Theory
It is true that the initiation of a subduction is most probably the most
poorly-understood phenomenon of plate tectonic theory. While all
phenomena like opening and closure of ocean basins indicate that the
initiation of a subduction is common, theoretical and mathematical models
show that it is quite difficult for a subduction to be initiated. Nevertheless,
as many scientists say, without subduction zones there would not be such
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a thing like plate tectonics.
The question of how subduction is initiated has been a matter of
considerable debate. There are two main lines of thought that try to answer
this question. The first explanation, which is also the most commonly used,
is that as the oceanic lithosphere ages, it also cools down and as an effect its
density increases causing an instability and the spontaneous sinking of the
plate. The problem with this explanation is that statistical modelling has
proved that at a fracture zone it is highly unlikely that the entire lithosphere
will start sinking spontaneously. Scientists claim that without the existence
of convergence, fault rheology or geometry alone are not enough to initiate
a self-sustaining subduction.
The second explanation dictates the need of both moderate convergence
and compressive stresses applied from an external source to take place
for a new subduction zone to be formed. A mechanism that is the best
candidate to generate the previous forces is a collision. The stresses
produced from the collision would be transferred forcing the initiation of
a subduction elsewhere. Nevertheless, the results from recent collisions
show something different. About 35 to 50 million years ago the closure of
Tethys Ocean included the collision of India and Africa with Eurasia. The
previous theory dictates that large-scale collisional stress transfer should
occur, resulting in the initiation of a subduction somewhere within the
Indian and the African plates. However, after 50 million years, there is
no creation of a new subduction zone and the only geophysical event that
happened and changed the geometry of the area is the formation of the
Alpine-Himalayan chain.
It is a common assumption that subduction is continuously occurring
on Earth but it is also a fact that supercontinents are constantly created and
oceans close. The only new subductions that have occurred within the past
80 million years are firstly and most importantly the 600 km long Scotia Arc
and an intra-oceanic subduction which is located in the Pacific basin.
As mentioned before, scientists use models to explain the way that
subductions occur and develop but they have to face some practical
issues. These models, in order to achieve plate-like surface motion utilise
boundary conditions that are determined dynamically. It is though difficult
to imitate and reproduce the terrestrial convective energy. It is impossible
to model the dynamics that are responsible for the creation of the plates
and they only provide insight to the history of the dynamics of both the
plates and the mantle since the existence of the plates is assumed.
The result of all the previous is that placing the plate tectonics theory
in the world of physics, is anything but simple and some believe that it is
even impossible. All things considered, it is impressive how little progress
there has been in modelling in this field. [17], [19], [36], [53]
4.2 Physical Effects
For geologists, identifying a subduction zone is quite an easy process.
There are four main indicators that indicate an area is a subduction zone.
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(a) Volcanic Island Arc
(b) Continental Volcanic arc
Figure 4.2: Volcanic Arcs [9]
These are: the volcanic activity, seismicity and tsunamis around the area,
the mountain formation and deep sea trenches.
4.2.1 Volcanic Activity
An important tectonic setting where many volcanoes occur is around
subduction zones and they represent about 10 to 20 percent of the
volcanism on Earth. The oceanic crust that sinks into the mantle in a
subduction zone contains large amounts of surface water, carbon dioxide
and volatile elements which are contained in hydrated minerals within the
basalt that the sea floor is made of. While the slab descends into the mantle,
it encounters progressively great pressure and temperature levels and these
make the slab release water into the overlying mantle wedge that the slab
forms with the upper plate. The addition of fluids in the slab lowers the
melting temperature of the mantle (similarly with the melting temperature
of the ice when salt is added) and this results in the melting of the slab and
facilitates the magma generation.
The composition of magma that this mechanism produces, is a variation
of basalt and andesite. The fact that the magma is lighter and less dense
than the rocks of the mantle, makes it rise upwards, above the subduction
zones and form a linear belt of volcanoes which lie parallel to the oceanic
trench. If the slab subducts under oceanic crust the volcanic arc which
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forms, is called volcanic island arc (see figure 4.2a). and an example
of this is the Aleutian Island Chain. In the case that the slab subducts
under continental crust the volcanic belt which forms is called continental
volcanic arc (see figure 4.2b) and examples of such belts are the Cascades
volcanic arc of the U.S. Pacific northwest and the Andes volcanic arc of
South America. Volcanoes around the subduction zones are typically very
explosive. As the magma travels up to the surface, it undergoes a variety
of processes like cooling and partially crystallizing. At different depths the
magma pools and cools down and that causes its partial crystallization.
Because of the formation of different crystals, the remaining fluid magma,
changes its original hot basaltic chemical composition (silica poor, iron
and magnesium rich), to more silica-rich compositions (andesitic, dacitic or
even rhyolitic). The silica-rich composition makes the magma very viscous
and in the same time, as explained before, it contains many fluids (water,
carbon and sulphur dioxide). At the surface, these fluids form bubbles
which are unable to escape -because of the viscosity- in any other way but
explosive fragmentation.
Volcanoes in subduction zones are also called “gray volcanoes” in
contrast with the “red volcanoes”, as their eruptions usually produce gray
ash plumes . [52], [40], [50]
4.2.2 Earthquakes
The earthquakes that occur at subduction zones and are caused because of
the overriding plate slipping over the top of the subducting slab are called
mega-thrust earthquakes. It is a fact that nine out of ten earthquakes that
occurred in the last century were subduction zone events. Within these,
is included the largest ever recorded earthquake in the 1960s which is the
Great Chilean Earthquake with M 1 9.5.
In subduction zones, at the point that the two plates converge, stress is
generated as large sections of the two plates become locked together and
this prevents the plates from slipping smoothly at their boundaries. This
builds up stress within the rocks and large amounts of energy are stored
until they break, creating great earthquakes of magnitude often around
M9.0 or higher. It is basically the energy that is released during the sinking
of the slab that is mostly used to move and deform the tectonic plates. Part
of this energy is used to overcome resistance at the subduction zone plate
boundary and part of this energy is released in the form of subduction zone
thrust earthquakes
The zone of seismicity that is formed on the down-going slab in a
subduction zone is called Wadati-Benioff zone and produces numerous
earthquakes which can be as deep as about 670 km because of the
shortening and extension of the plate that is pulled into the mantle as
shown in figure 4.3. The Wadati-Benioff zone which lies on the angle of
dip of the slab that subducts is controlled by the negative buoyancy of the
1M or Mw: Moment magnitude scale, successor to the Richter scale. It does not only
measure the amplitudes of the recorded waves but also the energy released, taking into
account what physically occurs during an earthquake.
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Figure 4.3: Shortening and extension of the slab generates earthquakes [21]
slab and the force that is created by the flow of the asthenosphere. When
lithosphere is younger it also has higher temperature and is more buoyant
and this results in shallow-dipping Benioff zones. On the contrary, older
lithosphere is colder and denser which causes steeper dips. The zones have
dips that can typically range from 40 to 60 degrees.
Scientists have noticed that different subduction zones show differences
in seismic behaviour and try to point out what are the factors that affect the
magnitude of the earthquakes that take place around the subduction zones.
There are subduction zones which produce mega-thrust earthquakes, like
Chile, Alaska, Sumatra-Andaman and Japan, while others like Scotia,
produce relatively smaller earthquakes.
Approximately 80% of all the earthquakes that have been recorded
have occurred in the Pacific Ocean basin as there are many subductions
that take place there. The three largest recorded subduction zone thrust
earthquakes are the 1960 M9.5 Central Chile earthquake mentioned earlier,
the 1964 M9.2 Alaska earthquake and the 2004 M9.1-9.3 Sumatra-Andaman
earthquake. Finally, scientists try to calculate the earthquake supercycles 2
of different subduction zones, so that they can be able to predict future
seismic events. For example along the Cascadia subduction zone there
has not been any great instrumentally recorded (with magnitude M>= 8)
subduction zone earthquake. There is evidence though that in the last 7500
years 13 seismic events have occurred which give average repeat times little
less than 600 years. [26], [48], [33]
4.2.3 Tsunamis
For an earthquake to generate a tsunami we need two main factors; water
and vertical motion. If an earthquake happens in an area that is far away
from a body of water there is no disturbance of water and so no tsunami
2A sequence of massive earthquakes in a region that happen in a chain
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(a) Subduction zone (b) The overriding plate
is squeezed and its
leading edge is dragged





(c) A subduction zone
earthquake happens,
and the leading edge
of the overriding plate
breaks free releasing all
the accumulated stress
in the form of energy.
This energy raises the
sea floor generating a
tsunami.
Figure 4.4: Tsunami generation [13]
is expected to be generated. As for the second aspect, the vertical motion,
it is only a convergent boundary that produces vertical motion capable to
generate a tsunami. Earthquakes at transform boundaries involve nearly
no vertical motion while divergent boundaries have some but not enough
vertical motion. It is only convergent boundaries that always involve
strong enough vertical motion and are capable of generating a tsunami like
it is graphically explained in figure 4.4.
During a subduction, the overriding plate accumulates energy while it
is locked with the subducting slab. At the moment that this energy exceeds
the frictional forces between the two plates, the overriding plate snaps back
into an unrestrained position. This sudden release gives enormous thrust
to the overlying water and this generates a tsunami. At the same time the
areas on the overriding plate are suddenly lowered.
The speed at which a tsunami travels is enormous. The tsunami wave
that was produced by the subduction zone earthquake along the coast of
Chile in 1960, reached Hawaii, after travelling across the Pacific Ocean, in
only about 15 hours and Japan in less than 24 hours. [2]
4.2.4 Orogenesis
Orogenesis or orogeny derives from two Greek words which mean
formation of mountains. The reasons that cause a mountain formation are
many but plate tectonics is one of the most outstanding. At destructive
margins where two plates collide, rocks are folded and lifted and so they
form chains of fold mountains. It is therefore dynamic forces that thrust the
land upward. Of course not all the mountains are a result of these forces
but in this paragraph we will focus in mountains that result from a plate
tectonic process.
There are two energy sources that initiate mountain building; heat and
mechanical energy. Firstly we have the mountains that their formation
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is a result of the heat from the inside of the Earth which warms up
the lithosphere causing it to expand, lift and bend the surface upwards.
Subduction volcanoes are usually associated with this form of energy,
they are formed along subduction zones and they are called cordilleran
mountains. Secondly, we have the mechanical mountain building that is
composed of tension and compression. The differences in elevation or
relief, are created when different parts of the earth move relative to each
other - falling or rising vertically- , or when one part of the earth is being
shoved -thrust- horizontally over another.
Subduction zones can be found anywhere in an ocean basin, can
face any direction and more than one subduction can be active in the
same basin at the same time. That may result in complex sequences of
mountain buildings which are considered to be usual. Mountain building
in convergent zones is a compressive mechanism and either one or both
mechanically and heat driven mechanisms can occur for the formation of
a mountain. The heat driven ones though are initially compression forces
that ultimately generate heat.
There are two kinds of subduction orogeny, those which occur within
two oceanic plates and form mountains within the ocean basins - island
arc type- and those which occur when oceanic plate subducts under
continental one and the mountains are formed on the land - cordilleran
type-. In island arc type orogeny, the uplift is mostly heat driven as magma
rises from the mantle. The most common mountains in island arcs are
volcanic ones. Examples of such orogeny are the islands of Japan and
the Aleutian islands. Cordilleran mountain building is also heat driven as
the heat swells the continent upwards and then volcanoes can build even
higher on top of that. Examples of such orogeny are the Andes Mountains
or the Cascades. In both orogenic types, there are many processes that
occur and they generate a wide diversity of rocks and structures.
Finally except from subduction orogeny we can distinguish the collision
orogeny which can be divided in continent-island arc type and continent-
continent type. In both cases the ocean basin descends under the
continental plate until it completely disappears. These ocean basins are
called remnant ocean basins (ROB) and the two land blocks on either side
of the remnant ocean have no other choice but to collide. From this collision
it is possible that we get a collision orogeny and wide variety of rocks and
structures can be produced.
It is worth mentioning, that the longest and highest mountains on Earth
are volcanic ones. Mauna Kea in Hawaii rises 4205 m above the sea level
and is 6000 m deep. That makes it a total height of 10205 m compared to
Everest which is 8850 m high. In Europe the highest volcanic mountain is
Mt Elbrus in Russia with 5633 m height. [37], [45], [14]
4.2.5 Trenches
Trenches are distinctive morphological features of convergent plates and
are also called submarine valleys. They are hemispheric-scale long but
narrow and make up the deepest parts of the ocean floor.
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Trenches are steep, V-shaped topographic depressions of the sea floor,
that are formed at the position in which the subducting slab is bent and
begins to descend under the other overlying plate as shown in figure 4.5.
The speed in which the oceanic lithosphere disappears into trenches is
about 3 km2/yr at a global rate. Typically, trenches are parallel to a volcanic
arc and the distance between them is about 200 km while they extend 3 to
4 km below the level of the oceanic floor that surrounds the trench.
Most of the trenches can be found in the Pacific Ocean, as it contains
the most kilometres of convergent plate margins. The deepest trench of
them all is also located in the western Pacific Ocean , to the east of the
Mariana Islands and is called Mariana Trench. Its length is about 2550 km
but it is only about 69 km wide. The spectacular characteristic though is the
deepest known part of this trench - and of the ocean as well- which is called
Challenger Deep and is around 10994 m deep. For comparison, the world’s
tallest mountain, Mount Everest, has a height of 8850 m. The numbers
show that Mount Everest could fit inside Challenger Deep with more than 2
km to spare. Other deep trenches in the Pacific are Tonga, Kuril-Kamatcha,
Philippine and Kermadec Trenches which all contain parts with depths
greater than 10000 m.
The great depths of oceanic trenches result in a special environment like
water pressures 1000 times higher than the ones in the surface, constant
temperatures just above freezing and absence of light to sustain any
photosynthesis. These conditions are believed to have developed unique
habitats with an extraordinary abundance of a few highly specialized
organisms.
Researchers who are interested in trench exploration and study have to
face unique logistical and engineering challenges because of the extreme
depth. This is why trench exploration to date is very limited and only three
humans have visited the sea floor below 6000 m. Much of the information
we have about trenches and their living organisms, are acquired from
the two sampling campaigns in the 50s (the Danish Galathea and the
Soviet Vitjaz) and from photographic expeditions and sea floor sampling
that were carried out remotely from the deep. These attempts hinted the
existence of previously unknown processes, species and ecosystems.
Although knowledge about trenches is limited and hard to acquire,
scientists believe that trench exploration would play a significant role
in our lives on land. By studying ocean trenches, scientists can get a
better understanding about the physical process of subduction and the
causes of natural disasters that are related to these, like earthquakes and
tsunamis. Finally the study of the hadal organisms that have adapted their
lives in this harsh habitat can hold the key to biological and biomedical
advances. Researchers have already discovered microbes that live in deep-
sea hydrothermal vents and consist potential new sources of anti-cancer
drugs and antibiotics. [65], [46]
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Figure 4.5: Subduction zone and trench formation [29]
4.3 Subduction Angle
When a plate subducts at a convergent boundary, it forms an angle with a
horizontal plane called subduction angle or slab dip. Typically, the angles
that are formed are steep but it is possible that some anomalies will occur
like very shallow angles or extremely steep ones.
Seismologists use the hypocenter locations of both intermediate and
deep earthquakes to represent the top surface of the descending slab. They
came to the result that descending slabs form a characteristic dip along the
entire length of a subduction arc, which is in an approximate depth range
of 100 to 400 km.
There are four basic factors that affect the inclination of the subducted
oceanic lithosphere and generally the subduction-zone geometry.
• Rapid upper plate motion towards the trench and active overriding of
the subducting slab: The angle of subduction decreases for increased
motion of the upper plate towards the trench.
• Rapid relative plate convergence: It works like the absolute motion
of the upper plate, so the angle of subduction decreases for increased
convergent rates. Luyendyk, in 1970, was the first one who suggested
that there exists a common inverse relationship between the dip angle
and the relative rate of convergence within the two plates.
• Anomalously low density of the oceanic lithosphere that subducts:
This aspect includes the subduction of aseismic ridges, oceanic
plateaus and intra-plate island-seamount chains. When the average
density of the slab is reduced then the relative buoyancy of the
lithosphere is reduced as well. This results in reduced subduction
angles and it is common to find very low-angle subduction in these
zones.
• Age of the subducting lithosphere: The younger the lithosphere, the
more buoyant it is as it has lower density so it subducts at reduced
angle.
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The previous points reveal that a low-angle subduction is a result
of the combination of rapid absolute upper-plate motion towards the
trench, relatively rapid plate convergence, anomalously low-density of the
subducting oceanic lithosphere and finally young subducting slab. On
the other hand, normal or steeper subduction angles are a result of the
combination of slower absolute upper mantle motion, slow relative plate
convergence, old subducting lithosphere and of normal density.
Many scientists also suggest that the accretionary wedge, which is
formed from sediment and slices of oceanic crust along the inner slope of
the trench, can reduce the angle of subduction in the shallow part of the
Benioff zone as it loads and depresses the subducting plate. Accretionary
wedge and loading is though considered to be a subordinate factor that
affects the dip angle compared to the previous four.
Some extreme examples of flat-angle subductions are in Central Chile
at the Andean Volcanic Belt and in northern Peru where the dip angle is
calculated to be 5 degrees. As for steep-angle subductions the Mariana
Trench is notable with a dip angle around 81 degrees. [64], [10], [71]
4.4 Subduction Zones
There are many subduction zones all around the world as can be seen in
figure 4.6. There are though some important zones that stand out among
the others mostly because they produce earthquakes of high magnitude
(M ≥ 7.5) .
Table 4.1 contains information about the most distinguished and well
known subduction regions across the earth. They are also shown on the
map of figure 4.6. Age is measured in Ma which stands for Mega-annum
(million years).
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Region Subd. rate (mm/yr) Age of slab ( Ma ) Date of max event M
South Chile 70 26 1960 9.6
Central Chile 70 40 1922 8.3
New Zeland 43 120 1931 7.8
North Sumatra 33 72 2004 9.3
South Sumatra 51 61 1833 9.2
Nankai 57 20 1707 8.8
Kamchatka 78 84 1952 8.9
Kuriles 81 110 1963 8.5
Alaska 54 42 1964 9.3
West Aleutian 73 84 1965 8.7
Cascadia 42 9 1700 9.1
North Peru 63 29 1940 8.2
Mexico 30 4 1932 8.1
Tonga 185 120 1865 8.3
Table 4.1: Subduction zone convergence parameters and maximum earth-
quakes magnitude [56]
Figure 4.6: World’s major subduction zones(thick grey lines) and tectonic
plate boundaries. Filled circles show the locations of known earthquakes
of M ≥ 7.5 since 1900. Arrows show the horizontal velocity of subducting









5.1 Subduction Zone Parameters
This chapter will examine the parameters that can be measured around the
zones of subduction and will try to detect correlation within them which
could indicate a relation. These relations will later be expressed as models
with the help of simple or multiple linear regression. Studying subduction
parameters and isolating possible relations within them, helps to better
understand the origin and the extent of physical phenomena related to
subductions, the development and behaviour of subduction zones and the
relevant mantle dynamics. Equations within subduction parameters can
firstly provide motivation for theoretical studies in the future and secondly
can conceptually and kinematically join the geology of subduction zones
and the plate tectonics.
In total 20 parameters will be examined, listed in Table 5.1 which are
related to the geometry, the kinematics, the dynamics and the geology of
39 different subduction zones. For this purpose data will be used from
Jaarard [23] which are shown in the Table 5.2. Following are some details
about the parameters used, as given by the original author.
• Arc Curvature
In nearly all cases, as an oceanic tectonic plate subducts, an arc-
shaped island (when the overriding plate is oceanic crust) or an
arc-shaped mountain belt (when the overriding plate is continental
crust) is formed parallel to the oceanic trench. These arcs are often
composed of volcanoes and are located on the overriding plate at
such distance that the subducting slab is around 100 to 125 km deep.
The curvature of the arcs, which is a result of Earth’s sphericity, can be
characterized by a radius of curvature when their geometry is treated
like a part of a circle on the Earth’s surface [12].
• Slab - Benioff Zone Geometry
Benioff zones are located in subduction zones and are related to the
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seismicity areas that are generated because of the downward motion
of the subducting slabs. Locating and analysing the distributions of
the earthquake hypocenters, gives an image of the geometry of the
subducting slab. Table 5.2 contains information about the subducting
slabs and their Benioff zones in respect to both length and dip amount
.
Along the slab, the dip is not constant but it increases from the
trench up to about 150 km depth. Below this depth it remains
almost constant. For this reason, Table 5.2 contains three different
measurements of the slab dip, each one for the three depths that
normally big dip shifts occur. The shallow dip or DipS denotes
the dip of the slab from the trench up to 60 km depth while the
intermediate dip or DipI denotes the dip from the trench up to 100
km depth. Finally the deep dip or DipD contains the information of
the slab dip within the depths of 150 and 400 km and DipU is the
angle in which the slab descends into the mantle.
As for the length aspect, Table 5.2 contains data about the total length
of the Benioff zone on the slab which is measured along its upper
surface, the horizontal extent of the Benioff zone on the slab and
finally there is the parameter of the maximum depth of the Benioff
zone.
• Convergence Rates and Absolute Motions
The way to determine the present convergent directions or else the
obliquity of convergence at subduction zones, is through slip vectors
from interplate thrust earthquakes. On the other hand, convergence
rates cannot be measured directly but only through worldwide
motion models based on calculations like focal mechanisms and
transform fault azimuths. The convergence rates in Table 5.2 give the
perpendicular to the trench convergent rates and are products of two
different models by Chase in 1978 [6] and Minister and Jordan in 1978
[32]. In Table 5.2 the first model is denoted as C while the second as
M. The convergent rate denoted as Vc describes the relative motion
of the overriding plate and the subducting plate while the convergent
rate denoted as Vcba describes the relative motion of the forearc and
the subducting slab.
The absolute motion parameters in Table 5.2 are also products of
the two worldwide models of Chase and of Minister and Jordan
as mentioned before. They are denoted by C or M and used the
fixed-hot-spot hypothesis to calculate the absolute motions. The
absolute motion describes the perpendicular to the trench motion of
the overriding plate and when it has a positive sign, it means that the
motion is towards the subducting plate.
• Slab Age
In Table 5.2 there are two measures that describe the age of the slab.
The first one is the average age of the slab that is now entering the
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Parameters Symbols Used Units
Slab
shallow dip (to 60 km depth) DipS deg
intermediate dip (to 100 km depth) DipI deg
deep dip (150-400 km) DipD deg
descent angle of slab into mantle DipU deg
horizontal extent of Benioff zone Horizontal km
maximum depth of Benioff zone SDepth km
length of Benioff zone on the slab Length Slab km
slab age at trench Age Slab m.y.
age of slab tip Age Tip m.y.
time since slab tip subducted Tx m.y.
Trench
maximum trench depth Tdepth km
relative trench depth Dd km
Upper Plate
duration of subduction Age Arc m.y.
arc-trench gap Gap (a-t) km
arc radius of curvature RC deg
Relative Motion
convergence rate Vc cm/yr
convergence rate including back-arc spreading Vcba cm/yr
absolute motion, overriding plate Voa cm/yr
rollback (absolute motion, forearc) Rollback cm/yr
maximum cumulative earthquake moment M
Table 5.1: The parameters that will be examined with the symbols that will
be used and their units
trench and the second one is the average age of the tip of the slab at
the time that this slab tip entered the subduction zone. The age of the
tip is calculated through the relationship:
At = As ∗ Ls ∗ (dA/dL− 1/Vcba)
where As is the age of the crust that is now entering the trench, Ls
is the downdip length of the slab, dA/dL (m.y/km) gives the age
gradient of the subducting slab perpendicular to the trench (gives
positive result if the age of the slab increases while it subducts) and
finally Vcba (km/m.y.) is the convergent rate including the back-arc
spreading. Finally Table 5.2 contains information about the time since
the slab tip subducted, denoted as Tx.
• Trench Depth
To define the trench depth, Table 5.2 uses two different measures, the
maximum trench depth denoted by Tdepth and the relative trench
depth denoted by Dd. Relative trench depth is the result of the
difference between the maximum trench depth and the abyssal plain
depth. Abyssal plains are the sediment-covered areas of the ocean








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Dating back to the 80’s, scientists are trying to isolate relationships among
subduction parameters and apply multivariable statistical analysis to
the existing datasets. At that point, they already had data concerning
subduction parameters for many different subduction zones around the
world. Many studies had already been conducted and each one of them
could provide information about individual subduction parameters. Of
course the use of statistical methods in order to determine correlations
among subduction zone variables is used until today from scientists who
use more recent or focused data for this purpose. The majority of the
work done so far, covers targeted areas of interest like parameters that
affect the seismicity in subduction zones, rather than relations among all
the available parameters.
The first complete and most accurate attempt to gather all the existing
subduction parameters’ data for many subduction zones was conducted
by Richard D. Jarrard with his paper “Relations Among Subduction
Parameters” [23]. This study focuses on the determination of quantitative
cause-effect equations, among different subduction parameters, applying
stepwise regression analysis to some proportion of the dataset. Finally
equations were formulated describing parameters like the trench relative
depth, the Benioff zone length on the slab, the maximum earthquake
moment , the arc-trench gap and the different slab dips. Most important
among those, the age of the subducted slab combined with its relative
convergence rate, was found to give great correlation with the length of
the Benioff zone.
The majority of the other works that use subduction parameters to
detect relations within them, are mostly focused on one attribute. An
excellent example of this kind of work is the paper and study of Maria
Sdrolias and R. Dietmar Muller [51]. They conducted a time and space
dependent study focusing on the parameters that drive the mechanism
of the back-arc basins development and extension at selected subduction
zones. Another differentiation in this study is that the data used are
grid data along the subduction zones instead of average values. They
managed to prove that back-arc basins development depends on the age
of the subducted lithosphere and on the angle of the subducting slab. Their
analysis indicated that “the driving mechanism for back-arc extension is
a combination of surface kinematics, properties of the down-going slab,
the effect of lateral mantle flow on the slab, and mantle wedge dynamics”.
Hiroo Kanamori also focused on the back-arc basins and more specifically
in the article "Back-arc opening and the mode of subduction", examines
the factors that cause an active or not back-arc opening [68]. The author
reached the conclusion that the two cases are caused "by either differences
in the stage of subduction process (evolutionary model) or differences in
the motion of the landward plate".
Another example of targeted focus is the paper of W.P. Schellart and
N. Rawlinson titled “Global correlations between maximum magnitudes
of subduction zone interface thrust earthquakes and physical parameters
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of subduction zones” [49]. The focus of this paper is based on the
observation that some subduction zones produce giant thrust earthquakes
while others produce relatively small ones. For this reason they investigate
if and which subduction zone parameters can affect the variability of
seismicity around these areas. They also try to correlate maximum
recorded moment magnitude (M) with these parameters. The results
showed that big thrust earthquakes “occur for rapidly shortening to slowly
extending overriding plates, slow trench velocities, moderate to high
subduction partitioning ratios, low subduction thrust dip angles, low
subduction thrust curvature and low trench curvature angles”. Another
study that focuses on the seismic zones around subduction zones is one
by Heuret, Lallemand, Funiciello, Piromallo and Faccenna titled "Physical
characteristics of subduction interface type seismogenic zones revisited"
[20]. They created a database of data related to their subject based on
global earthquake catalogues for the period between 1900 and 2007 and
they tried to isolate correlations between parameters through statistics, to
detect cause-effect relationships. The subduction velocity was found to be
the most highly controlling parameter for large seismic rates. The relation
between the structural features of fore-arc basins and large subduction
zone earthquakes was studied by Llenos and McGuire in "Influence of
fore-arc structure on the extent of great subduction zone earthquakes"
[30]. They proved that the most great subduction zone ruptures occur
where long-lived material heterogeneity occurs instead of short time-scale
stress heterogeneities. It is the trench parallel gravity anomalies that
determine the seismogenic behaviour along subduction zones. Peterson
and Seno try to quantify the shallow seismic activity in subduction zones
by calculating the seismic moment release rates and seismic slip rates [39].
In the article "Factors affecting seismic moment release rates in subduction
zones", they evaluate 24 different subduction zones and they find that the
factor which highly affects the strength of seismic coupling is the age of the
subducting lithosphere and later the absolute velocity of the upper plate.
They failed to find any relationship between the moment release rate and
the convergence velocity. Driven by the thought that coupling within the
down-going plate and the upper one is directly related to the earthquake
size that a subduction zone produces Ruff and Kanamori used multivariate
regression to find the physical subduction parameters that are correlated
with coupling [47]. In their paper "Seismicity and the subduction process",
they found that convergence rate and lithosphere age were the primary
correlated parameters with the intraplate coupling.
Parameters that affect the slab dip and correlations within them were
investigated by Serge Lallemand and Arnauld Heuret in their work titled
“On the relationships between slab dip, back-arc stress, upper plate
absolute motion, and crustal nature in subduction zones” [27]. For
this purpose they applied statistical analysis of oceanic subduction zone
parameters and they resulted in evidence that “the upper plate absolute
motion plays an important role on slab dip, as well as on upper plate
strain”. Hager and O’connell studied also the relationship between flow in
the mantle and subduction zone dip angles [18] . In their study "Subduction
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zone dip angles and flow driven by plate motion" they created some flow
models that can accurately predict the observed dips of subducted slabs
when the flow extends into the lower part of the mantle. That means that
the dip of a subducted slab is mostly determined by the large scale flow
which is imposed by the movement of the plates. It is worth mentioning
that in order to develop their kinematic models they ignored the buoyancy
forces and took into account the observed plate geometries and velocities.
5.3 My work
This project is based on the data collection of Jarrard’s paper, as was
mentioned before in the chapter, and its purpose is to use statistical
methods to reveal possible and hidden relations within many subduction
parameters. Finding high correlations can indicate relations among these
parameters, which is the objective of using mathematical tools. As an
extent, these relations are modelled through mathematical equations.
In order to manipulate the data and extract information and relations
within them, a programming language and software environment called
R is used, which is suitable for statistical computing and graphics. R is
used in a wide extent for statistical works, data mining and data analysis
which coincides with this work’s purposes. Finally, it provides numerous
graphical front-ends as part of the command line interface. Except from R,
the Excel spreadsheet application is shortly used for the calculation features
and graphing tools that it provides.
The statistical methods that are later used and explained in detail are
Pearson’s product – moment correlation coefficient so that the possible
correlations among our parameters are detected and they are depicted in
panel plots. Then cluster analysis is applied to our data so that we group
the similar parameters in clusters. Finally multiple regression is used to
express the relationships between the subduction parameters.
5.3.1 Correlation
In statistics, correlation refers to the dependence or else the statistical
relationship between two random variables and describes the degree of
relationship between these variables.
There is a wide variety of types of correlations depending on the data
that we measure. Pearson Product - Moment Correlation (PPMC) is best
suitable when both variables are measured at an interval level. For two
ordinal variables Spearman rank Order Correlation or Kendall rank order
Correlation would be more appropriate. For other types of variables
different type of correlations can prove to be much more suitable. The
nature of our data indicates that Pearson Product - Moment Correlation is
very suitable, and we will use Pearson correlation coefficient to investigate
the relationships within our parameters.
Pearson correlation coefficient indicates the strength and the type of the
linear relationship between two random variables and is denoted by the
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symbol r. This coefficient takes values between -1.0 and +1.0. Negative
values indicate a negative relationship between the variables and the
closest the coefficient is to -1.0 the strongest the negative relationship. On
the contrary if the coefficient has a positive value that indicates a positive
relationship between the variables which becomes strongest when it is
close to +1.0. Finally coefficient of value 0 indicates that there is no linear
relationship between the two variables.
Pearson correlation coefficient can be calculated using the formula
r =
n∑ xy− (∑ x)(∑ y)√
[n∑ x2 − (∑ x)2][n∑ y2 − (∑ y)2]
Figure 5.1 shows all the pairwise calculated correlation coefficients of
our parameters and each image uses different velocity models. The dataset
used for this study contains many missing values and for this reason
pairwise deletion of the missing data is used. Mean substitution would
change considerably the values of correlations as there are enough missing
data and listwise deletion of missing data would be fruitless as all the
parameters contain at least one missing value.
Figure 5.2 shows the pairwise scatter plots of all the parameters under
evaluation, gathered in Panel Plots. Through these plots we can easily
and optically detect some relationships within pairs of variables and
the correlation data retrieved from the figure 5.1 should agree with the
relationships that derive from the panel plots.
It is easy to observe that there are many pairs of variables that give high
correlation results which is also obvious in their scatter plots. Some of these
correlations though, especially the most outstanding ones with r ≥ 0.9 , are
results of depending variables as some of them derive from others through
the use of formulas. Examples of this case are the relationships between the
parameters of Age Tip and Age Slab, Length Slab and Horizontal, DipI and
DipS, Dd and TDepth. Excluding these correlations, the next highest ones
are observed between the parameters of Gap (a-t) and DipI, Age Tip and
TDepth, Age Slab and SDepth. It is also important to notice that the two
different velocity models gave two big diversities in the correlation results.
The first one is within the pair of parameters, DipD and DipU, where the
Chase model gave a high correlation of r = 0.74 while the Minister and
Jordan model gave a rather mediocre correlation of r = 0.55 . The second
diversity of the models is observed between the parameters’ pair Rollback
and Voa where the Chase model gave a low correlation of r = 0.45 while
Minister and Jordan model gave the high correlation of r = 0.71
5.3.2 Clustering
After finding pairs of subduction parameters that give high correlation
coefficients, one further step is performed. Groups of parameters that are
related to each other in some way are determined and later quantified. In
order to group the other variables that are close to each other, the technique
of clustering is applied.
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(a) The velocities of the plates’ movement calculated using the Chase model
(b) The velocities of the plates’ movement calculated using the Minister and Jordan
model
Figure 5.1: Pairwise Pearson Product - Moment Correlation Coefficients for
all the subduction parameters.
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(a) The velocities of the plates’ movement calculated using the Chase model
(b) The velocities of the plates’ movement calculated using the Minister and Jordan
model
Figure 5.2: Panel Plots for all the subduction parameters.
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In general terms clustering addresses the problem of partitioning data
points into groups based on their similarity and setting apart the dissimilar
ones. In this study Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering is used which is
a bottom-up clustering technique where each cluster has sub-clusters and
so on. Two measurements need to be defined before clustering data. Firstly
the distance measure needs to be determined. This measure calculates the
similarity or dissimilarity between two objects. There are various ways to
define distance and some of them are the Pearson correlation or distances
like euclidean, city block, supremum and Minkowski. Secondly a cluster
method or linkage function needs to be defined. This method describes the
way that two different objects will be clustered. The most common linkage
functions are the single linkage, complete linkage, average linkage and
ward linkage. A hierarchical clustering algorithm follows the next steps.
• Every single object (subduction parameter in this case) is considered
to be a separate cluster.
• The clusters that minimize the linkage function when clustered
together, are grouped and replaced by a combined cluster.
• The similarity between the new cluster and the rest of the objects is
calculated using the same linkage method as before.
• This procedure stops when all the objects have been clustered.
The result is a binary dendrogram which shows all the steps of data
grouping and whose root is the cluster that contains all the objects . The
clustering tree represents the partitions’ hierarchy throughout the whole
process.
Figure 5.3 depicts the resulting cluster dendrograms of the subduction
parameters using both Chase and Minister & Jordan velocity models, after
agglomerative hierarchical clustering was applied. More specifically the
distance measure used is the euclidean distance while the linkage method
was complete linkage. The y-axis in the dendrogram, named height, is the
value of the distance metric between the clusters.
In order to investigate the existence of clusters that do not appear
because of the previous choices of euclidean measure and complete
linkage, many other techniques were also tested. The combination of
techniques that gave the most optically different results compared to the
previous try, are the ones using euclidean distance and average linkage
depicted in figure 5.4 and the ones using maximum distance and average
linkage depicted in figure 5.5.
The optical result of the dendrograms in figures 5.3, 5.4, 5.5 is very
different but this is not the case for the actual meaning of the dendrograms.
If we examine the clusters formed, they may not look similar but the
distances within them give the same grouping of data. The same happens
with the two different velocity models but in a smaller extend. The clusters
may look slightly different in the way that their children are ordered in
some nodes, but in reality the results are identical.
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If the trivial correlations are excluded, the main groups of parameters
that will be later examined further are listed next.
• Group 1
SDepth, Gap (a-t), Length Slab
• Group 2
DipI, Voa , Dd, Rollback, Tx, M, TDepth, Vc
• Group 3
Age Slab, DipD, DipU
5.3.3 Multiple Linear Regression
Linear regression is a statistical approach used to model the relationship
between variables by fitting a linear equation to the observed data. The case
of the relationship between a dependent variable and a single explanatory
one is called simple linear regression while for more explanatory variables
the process is called multiple linear regression. The previously presented
scatter plots, correlation coefficients and clustering dendrograms have
helped to determine the strength of the relationships within the subduction
variables. In the next paragraphs multiple linear regression is used to
model the relationships within the subduction variables.
A special case of multiple linear regression called stepwise regression,
is also used. Stepwise regression is a semi-automated process which builds
a model by either successively adding or removing (or both) variables
in order to improve the t-statistics of their estimated coefficients in each
step. This technique is useful when the independent variables are many
and gives more power and information compared to the ordinary multiple
regression.
Variables that are not instantly and physically measured by the
geoscientists, like the arc radius of curvature or the convergence rates
and the motions of the plates are used as explanatory variables for the
models. The dependent variables are the length of the slab, the maximum
cumulative earthquake moment, the intermediate and deep dip of the
slab, the gap between arc and trench, the maximum depth of the Benioff
zone on the slab and finally the relative trench depth. There is one
main reason for modelling these specific dependent variables. Usually
it is either impossible for scientists to measure them or it requires great
resources of technology, money and manpower. Instead of that, they
can be predicted and analysed using knowledge that is easily retrieved.
Modelling the maximum earthquake moment for example, can give insight
to why and when big earthquakes occur and in general we can get a better
understanding of the subduction mechanism.
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(a) The velocities of the plates’ movement calculated using the Chase
model
(b) The velocities of the plates’ movement calculated using the
Minister and Jordan model
Figure 5.3: Cluster Dendrograms of all the subduction parameters using
euclidean distance and complete linkage.
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(a) The velocities of the plates’ movement calculated using the Chase
model
(b) The velocities of the plates’ movement calculated using the
Minister and Jordan model
Figure 5.4: Cluster Dendrograms of all the subduction parameters using
euclidean distance and average linkage.
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(a) The velocities of the plates’ movement calculated using the
Chase model
(b) The velocities of the plates’ movement calculated using the
Minister and Jordan model
Figure 5.5: Cluster Dendrograms of all the subduction parameters using
maximum distance and average linkage.
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• Intermediate Dip - DipI Model
In order to create a model for the intermediate dip of the subducting
slab by using multiple linear regression, we need to look at the
correlation coefficients, the scatter plots and the clusters that are
related to this parameter. The parameters that seem to have strong
relationship with this variable and indicate that affect it strongly
are the DipD, Gap (a-t) and DipU. These three parameters were the
predictors into the first model as it seems in figure 5.6a. On the first
step DipD had to be rejected as least significant, since it gave high p-
value which is translated in high probability that this variable is not
relevant with DipI. The second model uses two explanatory variables
which both give low p-values and is shown in figure 5.6b. To be more
precise, gap (a-t) variable gives extremely low p-value while DipU
gives a value close to alpha level which is set at 0.05 (a commonly
used level that gives 95 % confidence that the analysis is correct).
The solution for deciding if DipU is a significant parameter to this
model is to remove it and check the results. Figure 5.6c shows the
last model which is under evaluation. Gap (a-t) variable seems to
have a really low p-value here which means that is a significant one
for our model but the overall results of the model seem to be much
worse than before. R squared values which is an evaluation metric
for the goodness of fit of the model decreased sharply. Both multiple
R-squared value decreased from 0.8193 to 0.6577 and adjusted R-
squared value decreased from 0.8012 to 0.6459. These results indicate
that the best model for the dependent variable DipI includes both
Gap (a-t) and DipU as explanatory ones. In order to verify this results
backwards stepwise regression was used as depicted in figure 5.6d.
The result of this process confirms that both Gap (a-t) and DipU
should be used as explanatory variables and finally the model formed
is:
DipI = 36.64− 0.07Gap(a− t) + 0.082DipU
The previous model uses as one of the predictors, the DipU of Chase’s
velocity model, so it should also be analysed and expressed using the
Minister & Jordan’s velocity model. Figure 5.7 shows all the steps
to the final model. The difference now is that the predictor DipU
has p-value lower than the alpha level so there is no need to check
a third model by excluding DipU from it. The differences between
this model and the previous one is that the R-squared values are
now increased to about 82 % compared to the previous 80 % and the
coefficients are slightly changed. The new model becomes:
DipI = 36− 0.07Gap(a− t) + 0.097DipU
• Deep Dip - DipD Model
Looking at the correlation coefficients, as well as the scatter plots and
the clusters, between the DipD variable and the rest of the subduction
parameters, four parameters distinguish as explanatory ones for the
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(a) First assessed model of M.L.R. with
three explanatory parameters
(b) Second assessed model of M.L.R.
with two explanatory parameters
(c) Final assessed model of M.L.R.
(d) Applying backwards stepwise re-
gression to confirm the previous result
Figure 5.6: Steps of modelling the Intermediate Slab Dip using Multiple
Linear Regression with Chase’s velocity model
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(a) First assessed model of M.L.R. with
three explanatory parameters
(b) Second assessed model of M.L.R.
with two explanatory parameters
(c) Applying backwards stepwise re-
gression to confirm the previous result
Figure 5.7: Steps of modelling the Deep Slab Dip using Multiple Linear
Regression with Minister & Jordan’s velocity model
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(a) First assessed model of M.L.R. with
four explanatory parameters
(b) Second assessed model of M.L.R.
with three explanatory parameters
(c) Final assessed model of M.L.R. with
two explanatory parameters
Figure 5.8: Steps of modelling the Deep Slab Dip using Multiple Linear
Regression
model of DipD. These four parameters are DipI, Gap (a-t), Horizontal
and AgeArc. As shown in figure 5.8a they are all part of the first
model the assessment of which indicates that the variable gap (a-t)
should be excluded as it gives a really high p-value meaning that it is
not significant for the model. Removing this variable, a second model
with three explanatory variables is generated and assessed as shown
in figure 5.8b. In this step it is derived that the explanatory parameter
Horizontal is not significant as it gives a p-value quite higher than the
alpha value. That means that the next model to be assessed will have
one less explanatory variable as shown in figure 5.8c. In this model
both variables have low p-values and the overall model has high R-
squared values at about 70 %. The final model that derives from all
the above steps is:
DipD = 40+ 0.9DipI − 0.14AgeArc
• Maximum Cumulative Earthquake Moment - M Model
As before, the first step demands to check the correlation coefficients,
the scatter plots and the clusters within the dependent variable M and
the rest of the subduction parameters. This results in two variables,
DipD and AgeArc, that seem to affect M variable the most. As
shown in figure 5.9a both variables were used for the first model to be
assessed. This resulted in a high p-value for the DipD variable which
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(a) First assessed model of M.L.R. with
two explanatory parameters
(b) Final assessed model of M.L.R. with
one explanatory parameter
Figure 5.9: Steps of modelling the Maximum Cumulative Earthquake
Moment using Multiple Linear Regression
indicates that a new model should be created where DipD would
be excluded. In figure 5.9b the second model is assessed by using
only one predictor. AgeArc has a really low value indicating that it is
relevant with M. As for the R squared values, they are quite high but
not as high as the ones of the previous models. In this case the model
seems to explain about 50 % of the variability in the response variable
while in the previous models it explained about 80 % and 70 %. The
final model that best explains M variable is:
M = 7.6+ 0.01AgeArc
• Relative Trench Depth - Dd Model
Looking at the correlation coefficients, the clusters and the scatter
plots, DipI and AgeSlab can easily be recognised as the predictors
that highly affect the dependent variable Dd . Figure 5.10a shows
the first model including DipI and AgeSlab. It seems that they are
both significant for this model as they both give low p-values. That
quickly indicates a model with the R squared value being comparable
to the one of the M model. In order to verify this model, backwards
stepwise regression was used, as shown in figure 5.10b resulting in
the same model which is:
Dd = −0.83+ 0.08DipI + 0.02AgeSlab
• Gap Between Arc & Trench - Gap (a-t) Model
The predictors to be used for the first model of the dependent variable
Gap (a-t) as resulted from the correlation coefficients, the clusters and
the scatter plots are DipI and Dd. In figure 5.11a the first model
assessment is shown and it is easy to notice that variable Dd has a
high p-value which means that it is an insignificant for the model
variable. That leads to a second model where Dd is excluded as
shown in figure 5.11b. The variable DipI is highly significant in this
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(a) First assessed model of M.L.R. with
two explanatory parameters
(b) Applying backwards stepwise re-
gression to confirm the previous result
Figure 5.10: Steps of modelling the Relative Trench Depth using Multiple
Linear Regression
(a) First assessed model of M.L.R. with
two explanatory parameters
(b) Final assessed model of M.L.R. with
one explanatory parameter
Figure 5.11: Steps of modelling the Gap Between Arc & Trench using
Multiple Linear Regression
model as it has high p-value while the model’s R-value is about 65 %.
The model of Gap (a-t) dependent variable is:
Gap(a− t) = 472.6− 8.8DipI
• Length of Benioff Zone on the Slab - Length Slab Model
As in all the previous cases, the first step is to check the scatter plots,
the clusters and the correlation coefficient table to find the variables
that best fit for predictors in this model. Figure 5.12a shows the first
model including as explanatory parameters SDepth, AgeSlab and Vc.
The results show that SDepth is a non significant variable as it takes
high p-value. In figure 5.12b a new model is created by removing
SDepth and keeping the other two predictors. Both of them seem
to be significant values as they take really low p-values and the R-
squared value of the overall model is high explaining about 70 % of
the variability in the model of the length of the slab. The final model
is :
LengthSlab = 4+ 4.3AgeSlab + 46Vc
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(a) First assessed model of M.L.R. with
three explanatory parameters
(b) Final assessed model of M.L.R. with
two explanatory parameters
Figure 5.12: Steps of modelling the Slab Length using Multiple Linear
Regression with Chase’s velocity model
(a) First assessed model of M.L.R. with
three explanatory parameters
(b) Final assessed model of M.L.R. with
two explanatory parameters
Figure 5.13: Steps of modelling the Slab Length using Multiple Linear
Regression with Minister & Jordan’s velocity model
The predictor Vc in this model is calculated using Chase’s velocity
model, so the model should also be analysed and expressed using
Minister & Jordan’s velocity model. Figure 5.13 shows the steps for
calculating the new model which are the same like before. SDepth
is shown to be insignificant in this case as well. What changes now
is that the R-squared values are slightly increased to 72 % and the
coefficients that are also slightly altered as shown in the model:
LengthSlab = −25.3+ 4.5AgeSlab + 51.3Vc
• Maximum Depth of Benioff Zone - SDepth Model
The SDepth parameter is highly correlated with the variables
LengthSlab, AgeSlab and AgeTip according to the correlations table
and they will be used as predictors in the first model as shown in
figure 5.14a. The results of the model indicate that the AgeTip is in-
significant variable as it has high p-value. After excluding AgeTip
from the predictors, a new model is created and evaluated as shown
in figure 5.14b. Both of the LengthSlab and the AgeSlab are significant
as their p-values are low and the overall model has high R squared
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(a) First assessed model of M.L.R. with
three explanatory parameters
(b) Final assessed model of M.L.R. with
two explanatory parameters
Figure 5.14: Steps of modelling the Maximum Depth of Benioff Zone using
Multiple Linear Regression
value which proximately equals to 72. The final model of SDepth is:
SDepth = −18.25+ 2.32AgeSlab + 0.32LengthSlab
5.3.4 Model Diagnostics
Applying linear regression, automatically means that some assumptions
are respected. These assumptions are that the errors (residuals) of the
models are normally distributed, that they have the regression line as a
centre and that their variance does not change as a function of x. It is
important then to perform some investigations and evaluations of our
models using model diagnostics. The previously expressed models will
be investigated through the regression diagnostic plots of residuals versus
fitted (predicted) values, normal quantile-quantile plot of standardized
residuals, scale-location and Residuals versus leverage.
• Residuals versus fitted values plot
Part of the dependent variable are the residuals. They are points
that the model could not explain, so they are the best available
sample of errors of the regression model. A residual is given after
subtracting a predicted value from the actual value of the dependent
variable and expressed as the vertical distance between a point and
the regression line. Under the assumptions of a linear regression
model, the variability of residuals over the range of the dependent
variable (fitted values) should not form any pattern on this plot.
Looking at the residuals vs fitted diagnostic plots of the figures 5.15,
5.16, 5.17, 5.18, 5.19, 5.20, 5.21, 5.22, 5.23 it is easy to observe that the
different models give completely different results. The most positive
results are given mainly from the model of DipD but also from the
models of DipI and Length Slab. The red lines are smooth curves that
pass through the actual residuals, they are relatively flat and lie close
to the gray dashed lines (y = 0). This is the result that we hoped to
observe on this plots. On the other hand, the curves related to the
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models of M, Dd, SDepth and Gap (a-t) seem to form some curves
which escape from the grey line indicating that a linear model may
not be a good fit to these data.
• Normal quantile-quantile plot of standardized residuals plot
As mentioned in the assumptions of linear regression, the residuals of
the models must follow a normal distribution and this plot evaluates
that assumption. That means that a well expressed model should
follow a straight line (y = x) on the normal quantile-quantile plot.
Deviations from this line may imply that the errors fail to follow
a normal distribution. Some small deviations though, should be
expected, particularly near the ends.
After evaluating the results of the normal Q-Q plots in figures 5.15,
5.16, 5.17, 5.18, 5.19, 5.20, 5.21, 5.22, 5.23, the models can be divided
in three groups. Firstly the group with the best results includes the
models of DipI and Length Slab. Almost all their points lie exactly on
the y = x dashed line with the exception of a few small deviations.
The second group includes DipD, SDepth and M models which give
satisfactory results with only some small deviations focused mostly
near the ends. Finally the less successful group which includes
curved patterns on the plots contains Dd and Gap (a-t) models.
• Scale-location plot
This plot is very similar to the first one, with the difference of using
the square root of the standardized residuals so that they have a mean
of zero and a variance of one. In this plot the sign on the residual is
eliminated and the small residuals are plotted on the bottom while
the large ones on the top. Like before, the plot should not form any
discernible pattern.
Looking at the scale-location plots in figures 5.15, 5.16, 5.17, 5.18, 5.19,
5.20, 5.21, 5.22, 5.23, red lines that are relatively flat are expected to
be observed as they depict the trends. The models of Length Slab,
Dd, DipI and DipD give such lines while M, SDepth and Gap models
seem to define a trend confirming the results of the residuals vs fitted
diagnostic plots.
• Residuals versus leverage plot
Leverage consists a statistical measure that expresses how much
each data point influences the regression. Leverage reflects both the
distance of a point from the centroid and its isolation. Points that
lie far from the centroid have greater leverage, and this leverage
increases the fewer the points that are nearby. That happens because
the regression line must always pass through the centroid. This plot
contours values of Cook’s distance as well, which is a statistic that
tries to identify the points that have more influence compared to
the others and measures how much would the regression change if
a point was excluded. High leverage and large residuals increase
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Figure 5.15: Intermediate Dip Model Diagnostic Plots (Chase’s velocity
model)
Cook’s distance, so a point with large residual and far from the
centroid can distort the regression immensely. That is why the points
on this plot should have short Cook’s distance (less than 0.5).
Checking the bottom right plots in figures 5.15, 5.16, 5.17, 5.18, 5.19,
5.20, 5.21, 5.22, 5.23, it is easy to notice that the best results are given
from the DipD model as the red line is smooth and stays close to the
horizontal dashed line while no points have large Cook’s distance.
The next most positive results are given from the DipI and Length
Slab models although the later has one point having Cook’s distance
little more than 0.5. The models of M and Dd, although having
all their points with short Cook’s distances, seem to have curved
red lines and finally SDepth and Gap (a-t) models which have both
curved red lines and one point with Cook’s distance little longer than
0.5.
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Figure 5.16: Intermediate Dip Model Diagnostic Plots (Minister & Jordan’s
velocity model)
Figure 5.17: Deep Dip Model Diagnostic Plots
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Figure 5.18: Maximum Cumulative Earthquake Moment Model Diagnostic
Plots
Figure 5.19: Relative Trench Depth Model Diagnostic Plots [59]
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Figure 5.20: Gap Between Arc & Trench Model Diagnostic Plots
Figure 5.21: Length of Slab Model Diagnostic Plots (Chase’s velocity
model)
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Figure 5.22: Length of Benioff Zone on the Slab Model Diagnostic Plots
(Minister & Jordan’s velocity model)
Figure 5.23: Maximum Depth of Benioff Zone Model Diagnostic Plots
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5.3.5 Results
To finally evaluate the nine models that were built in the previous
paragraphs we combine the results of the R squared values of each model
and the feedback from the regression diagnostic plots that were analysed
previously. Table 5.3 contains the Multiple and the Adjusted R-squared
values of each model as well as evaluation score for each diagnostic plot.
The meaning of the evaluation score is as follows:
• 1 = very good results
• 2 = satisfying results
• 3 = not very good results
The models that are proved to be well defined, describing successfully
the dependent variables, are those of Intermediate Dip (the model that
used Minister & Jordan’s velocity data gave slightly better results), Deep
Dip, Slab Length (once again the model that used Minister & Jordan’s
velocity data gave slightly better results) and SDepth (although having
high R squared values, plots seem to be problematic only because of a
couple of outliers). The models that do not give very satisfying results
are these of Maximum Cumulative Earthquake Moment, Relative Trench
Depth and Gap between Arc & Trench. It is worth mentioning that their
results are not poor but comparing them with the rest of the models, they


















































































































































































































































































































6.1 Plate Tectonics Reconstruction
In part I, subduction theory is analysed, while in chapter 5 mathematical
and statistical methods are used to model different subduction parameters.
Theoretical knowledge and different models that have been created, give
insight and understanding of the subduction mechanism. The next step
is the development of visualisation tools which give a better and more
spherical understanding of the interactions between tectonic plates and
different geological phenomena related to it including subduction.
Plate-tectonic reconstruction and its visualisation, are useful tools in
a variety of contexts like geophysics, research in geology, exploration
of hydrocarbon and mineral resources, paleotopography, climate change
modelling etc. By plate-tectonic reconstruction is meant the calculation
of the positions and the orientation of tectonic plates relative to each
other or to other reference frames - like Earth’s magnetic field or hotspot
groups - at a specific instant in Earth’s history. The visualisation of such
reconstructions helps the understanding of the processes that occur on the
Earth’s surface and near the subsurface by giving realistic models of the
evolution of the Earth’s plate tectonics. In order for a researcher to be
able to trace plate motions through time, both geological and geophysical
features are usually embedded in the simulation of plate reconstruction.
The modern software used for plate reconstruction visualisation,
usually makes use of time-sequence reconstructions that are used to
animate the plates’ motions by producing time-derivative information
like kinematic. Reconstructing continents is an important feature of
software which facilitate the study and exploration of the distant geological
past. In addition it must incorporate, edit and reconstruct all geological,
geophysical and paleogeographic data within a plate tectonic environment.
Finally visualisation should be expressed through real-time graphical
manipulation of both tectonic plate motion and plate reconstruction.
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6.2 Common Software for Visualizing Reconstruction
• Plates
Plates is a desktop software for research into plate tectonics and
geologic reconstruction. The objective is to construct accurate and
high resolution models of the plate movement in the past and the
present. It is a software developed mainly at the University of Texas
Institute for Geophysics with the help of external collaborations. It
is no longer in use and it consists one of the first complete attempts
of creating such a software which allowed the reconstruction of data
like coastal outlines, by using geographical points. Compared with
modern products it lacks in resolution and functionality. [42]
• SPlates
SPlates is a computer software developed later than Plates, which
was designed to restore different geological data to their initial posi-
tions on Earth in order to produce paleogeographic maps. It provides
analytical tools which help to determine changes concerning the rates
and the directions of plate movement on Earth through time. This
helps determine the tectonic forces that occur within the plates’ mar-
gins as they move respectively to each other. The SPlates project was
funded by StatoilHydro which is a Norwegian company that deals
with hydrocarbon exploration and is no longer in use as it is replaced
by other more up to date and advanced programs. [55]
• PPlates
PPlates is a desktop software for tectonic reconstruction which allows
tectonics research and structural geology. This program is different
and more evolved compared to the previous ones. PPlates does
not consider plates to be rigid and does not simply simulate their
movements. It also models and visualises the deformation of the
lithosphere by expressing it in terms of deformable and tearable 3D
meshes. In previous software, properties like Euler pole and rotation
data were the primary input while in this case they have become
derivative properties. The mesh here plays the role of an in-built
coordinate system and gives the ability to the crustal deformations
to conserve properties like mass or volume, isostasy and rheology.
PPlates was developed by the Research School of Earth Sciences in
the Australian National University. [63], [43]
• GPlates
GPlates is a new generation open-source desktop software for the
calculation and visualisation of plate-tectonic reconstructions. Its
functionality is similar to GIS (Geological Information System) with
the added dimension of geological time. The motivation for the
development of GPlates among others, was the visualisation of
reconstructed geological, geophysical and paleogeographic data in
many formats, the link of plate kinematics with geodynamic models
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and the quick production of high - quality paleographic maps. It
offers all the previously familiar features with the addition of many
improvements. The multiple frame-per-second animations results
in smoother visualisation of reconstructions, the raster data are
seamlessly displayed on the surface of the globe, the reconstructions
can be manipulated interactively with constant real-time feedback
and all these are given through a modern and user friendly graphical
interface. GPlates is developed by a group of scientists and program
developers from the EarthByte Project in the School of Geosciences
at the University of Sydney, the Division of Geological and Planetary
Sciences (GPS) at Caltech and finally the Centre of Geodynamics at
the Norwegian Geological Survey (NGU). [5], [70]
• 4DPlates
4DPlates is one of the latest and most modern software applications
which was developed to reconstruct the positions of geological data
in the geologic past and later display them in high resolution.
Compared to the previous software, 4DPlates can support larger and
higher precision data sets which describe both the surface and the
interior structure of the Earth. The visualisation results are very
smooth as it achieves around 30 to 50 frames per second and that
makes it suitable for quick and detailed reconstruction, display and
manipulation of high resolution geographic data sets. The user can
choose to display multiple layers of data simultaneously, by changing
the transparency of each level so that he can notice the changes in
each one and can also generate video in different formats which
is a new component in such software. The graphics processing
unit (GPU) of 4DPlates is one of its most powerful aspects as the
user can perform usual actions like data-masking, calculations and
spherical rotations but he can also implement interactive raster colour
mapping, surface lighting and scaling. These visual manipulation of
data can reveal hidden details in geological data. Finally 4DPlates
provides the user with some useful and new functionalities which
make the environment friendlier and extraction of the results easier.
The user can customise the gridded data sets by applying algebraic
functions that he defines, he can also compare side by side two
different models at different geological times and finally he can place
flow-lines to illustrate the relative motion of the plates. 4DPlates was
funded by Statoil and was developed in collaboration by Kalkulo
and the department of Computational Geoscience in Simula Research
Laboratory. [7]
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Figure 6.1: Location of the Cascadia subduction zone [61]
6.3 My Work
In this paragraph the reconstruction of the subducting Juan de Fuca plate
at the Cascadia subduction zone for the last 30 Ma is performed. The
reconstruction and its visualisation is achieved by applying some of the
models of the section 5.3.3 in the 4DPlates software, combined with the
functionalities that the later provides.
More specifically, the bathymetrical reconstruction of the current
Benioff zone on the Juan de Fuca plate is reconstructed and visualized. For
this purpose the model which is mainly used is the one of the Maximum
depth of the Benioff zone on the slab (SDepth) and is described in the
previous paragraph.
The Cascadia subduction zone is a convergent plate boundary between
the North America and Juan de Fuca plates and stretches from Northern
Vancouver Island to Cape Mendocino in northern California as shown
in figure 6.1. Juan de Fuca is located between the Pacific plate and the
North America one, and was formed during the Oligocene (from about
33.9 million to 23 million years before the present time) after the Farallon
plate broke into a series of smaller plates. [15]
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(a) Flowlines showing the spreading of litho-
sphere between the Juan de Fuca plate and
Pacific one.
(b) Flowlines showing the path of motion of
the Juan de Fuca plate as it subducts under
the North America plate.
Figure 6.2: Flowlines which depict the paths of motion of the Juan de Fuca
plate. Red dots indicate present day location of spreading or subduction.
6.3.1 Process of reconstruction
The work done for the reconstruction and visualization of the Cascadia
subduction zone can be summarized in the following steps.
• 4DPlates gives the possibility to the user to study every area on the
earth he may be interested in. For this reason, the first step was
to zoom in the Cascadia area and mark the zone of interest for the
project. This was done by using some functionalities of the 4DPlates.
Firstly using flowlines at the tectonic boundaries of the Juan de Fuca
plate (North America plate and Pacific plate) the paths of spread (fig.
6.2a) and subduction (fig. 6.2b) of the plate were visualized. Using
these paths, we drew a polygon which enclosed all the area that the
Juan de Fuca plate covered while subducting the last 30 Ma .
• The next step was to create a grid file with both the ages of the
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Figure 6.3: Age of the Lithosphere
lithosphere and subduction in the polygon marked before. The age
of the slab (or lithosphere) is the most important parameter which
defines its depth and the age of subduction is useful to distinguish if
a part of the slab is subducted or not.
The first grid file, containing the lithospheric ages, was created in two
different ways for reasons of research curiosity giving similar results.
The first one was using palaeo-age data downloaded from EarthByte
1. Combining this data with the polygon drawn before, a grid file of
the ages concerning only the coordinates of the slab was created. The
second way of creating the age grid file which was also the one finally
used, was using the functionalities of 4DPlates and the age masking
that it contains. As seen in figure 6.3, its visualization gives the age
of the part of the lithosphere selected. In this figure, the ages denoted
with white colour are older than the ones denoted with blue. This
was the expected result as the ridge where new oceanic lithosphere
is created is on the western side of the Juan de Fuca plate on the
divergent boundary with the Pacific plate.
The second grid file, containing the age of subduction of the
lithosphere, was created using again the functionalities of 4DPlates.
The result can be seen in figure 6.4. In this figure, white colour
denotes 30 Ma age while dark blue denotes present day or else 0 Ma.
As expected, the white colour is on the eastern part of the polygon as
these areas where the first to be subducted at 30 Ma.
• The last step was to reconstruct and visualize the maximum depth of
the Benioff zone of the subducting slab. This was done once again by
using one of the functionalities of 4DPlates, to apply short algorithms
and mathematical formulas over a grid layer. The formula used in
this case is the result of the interpolation between two equations. The
1http://earthbyte.org/Resources/palaeoagegrid2008.html
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Figure 6.4: Age of Subduction
first one
x = 2600+ 345
√
Ageo f Lithosphere
explains the sea-floor topography of the oceanic lithosphere before it
subducts and determines the ocean depth [66]. The second equation
x = 2.32 ∗ Ageo f Lithosphere + 0.32 ∗ LengthSlab− 18.25
is the one derived from the multiple linear regression which was ap-
plied on subduction parameters in a previous paragraph (5.3.3) and
describes the depth of the slab after it was subducted. Interpola-
tion between the two equations was performed in order to achieve












x= 2.32*AoL + 0.32*LengthSlab-18.25
}
where
AoS: the Age os Subduction
AoL: the Age of Lithosphere as described before
gt: the geological time
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6.3.2 Results
The objective of the previous work flow was to visualize the subducting
Juan de Fuca plate and try to peek under the North America plate in order
to see how the existing slab subducted through the last 30 Ma.
The result can be seen in figure 6.5 where the slab is depicted in different
time instances. The colours of the slab denote its depth and indicate a
downward inclination as expected. The dark blue coloured areas on the
slab correspond to deep depths while the white colours correspond to
relatively swallower depths. The time instances in figure 6.5 are at 2 Ma, 4
Ma and 14 Ma and demonstrate the evolution of the subducting slab. At
2 and 4 Ma the largest part of the slab is subducted and only a small part
of the slab is unrevealed. At 14 Ma it is obvious that the largest part of the
slab is not yet subducted - white colour - while the subducted one is shorter
and in shallower depth.
Observing the reconstructed slab, some depth anomalies can be seen
running on the horizontal axe. These anomalies are actually transform
faults around which a slab may have sharp age variations. These variations
cause depth anomalies on the slab which are also obvious in figure 6.5.
Finally in figure 6.6 the Juan de Fuca subducting slab is visualized
relative to the overriding North America plate so that it becomes clearer
how the subduction evolved through time and give the general picture of
it. The first instance is at 2 Ma where only a small proportion of the slab is
revealed while the rest of it is under the North America plate going down in
big depth. The second instance, at 13 Ma demonstrates that a big part of the
subducting plate is not yet subducted while the slab under the American
plate is found in shallower than before depths. The final instance depicts
the subduction at 23 Ma, when the largest part of the Juan de Fuca plate
is not subducted and only a small part of the plate lays under the America
one in even shallower depths than before.
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(a) Instance of the slab reconstruction at 2 Ma.
(b) Instance of the slab reconstruction at 4 Ma.
(c) Instance of the slab reconstruction at 14 Ma.
Figure 6.5: Different time instances of the Juan de Fuca slab reconstruction.
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(a) Instance of the Cascadia’s reconstruction at 2 Ma.
(b) Instance of the Cascadia’s reconstruction at 13 Ma.
(c) Instance of the Cascadia’s reconstruction at 23 Ma.
Figure 6.6: Different time instances of the Juan de Fuca reconstruction








Using the R software environment for statistical computing, correlation
and clustering was applied on 20 different subduction parameters in order
to detect possible relationships within them. These relationships were later
modelled with the help of multiple linear regression, giving the following
results.
• The intermediate dip (DipI) of the subducting slab can be defined and
predicted by the arc-trench gap (Gap (a-t)) and the descent angle of
slab into the mantle (DipU). The models which were derived are:
using Chase’s model for DipU:
DipI = 36.64− 0.07Gap(a− t) + 0.082DipU
using Minister and Jordan’s model for DipU:
DipI = 36− 0.07Gap(a− t) + 0.097DipU
The model diagnostics showed that these two models can predict the
intermediate dip with good results.
• The deep dip (DipD) of the subducting slab proved to be explained by
the intermediate dip (DipI) of the subducting slab and the duration
of the subduction (AgeArc) in that zone. The resulted model is:
DipD = 40+ 0.9DipI − 0.14AgeArc
The model diagnostics in this case showed that the deep dip is
described very well by this model.
• The maximum cumulative earthquake moment (M) of a subduction
zone can only be described by the duration of the subduction
(AgeArc) in the area. The model which is derived is:
M = 7.6+ 0.01AgeArc
According to the model diagnostics, the maximum cumulative
earthquake moment is described in a sufficient way by its model.
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• The relative trench depth (Dd) of a subduction zone can be explained
by both the intermediate dip (DipI) and the age of the slab at the
trench (AgeSlab). The model of Dd is as follows:
Dd = −0.83+ 0.08DipI + 0.02AgeSlab
Relative trench depth is also sufficiently described by its model
according to the model diagnostics.
• The arc-trench gap (Gap (a-t)) can only be described by the interme-
diate dip (DipI) of the subducting slab. The resulting model is:
Gap(a− t) = 472.6− 8.8DipI
The model diagnostics proved that the expression of the arc-trench
gap by the intermediate dip is sufficient.
• The maximum depth of the Benioff zone on the slab (SDepth) can
be predicted by using the length of the slab (LengthSlab) and its age
(AgeSlab). The model which resulted is :
SDepth = −18.25+ 2.32AgeSlab + 0.32LengthSlab
According to the model diagnostics the maximum depth of the
Benioff zone on the slab can be described in a good way from the
LengthSlab and AgeSlab variables.
• The last subduction parameter that was modelled is the length of the
subducting slab (Length Slab) which can be explained by the age of
the slab at the trench (AgeSlab) and the convergence rate Vc of the
subduction zone. The derived models are:
using Chase’s velocity model for DipU :
LengthSlab(C) = 4+ 4.3AgeSlab + 46Vc
using Minister and Jordan’s velocity model for DipU:
LengthSlab(M) = −25.3+ 4.5AgeSlab + 51.3Vc:
The model diagnostics proved that the final two models explain the
length of the subducting slab in a good way.
Using the software for plate reconstruction and visualisation called
4DPlates, the model of maximum depth of the Benioff zone on the slab
was applied on the Cascadia subduction zone. The age and bathymetry
of the Juan de Fuca plate were reconstructed so that the evolution of the
subduction during the last 30 Ma could be visualized.
The visual result demonstrates the form of the current subducted slab
throughout the last 30 Ma and even depicts the transform faults on the Juan




The project has been successful in creating statistical models within sub-
duction parameters and later reconstructing and visualizing a subduct-
ing plate called Juan de Fuca at the Cascadia subduction zone. There are
though some proposals about future work that could be considered in or-
der to possibly improve the current results.
• The subduction parameters that were examined and later modelled,
were taken from Richard D. Jarrard’s work done in 1986. It is true
that this kind of data do not get old since geological changes occur
within million of years. Jarrard’s work has also been considered one
of the best resources for data concerning subductions and it has been
widely used for later and further research. However, in the future,
it would be interesting for different and more contemporary data to
be used. Geoscience is a discipline that constantly evolves and some
values could be changed by applying new techniques. These data
may be fragmented and much more difficult to be assembled but it is
worth to be gathered and processed so that new models are created
following the steps made in this project. The new models can be later
compared and assessed with the current ones.
• The subduction parameters in the current project, were linearly
modelled using multiple linear regression. This resulted in some
very good and explanatory models while a few of them gave only
satisfying results. In future work, these models could be improved
by not only dealing with linearity which could prove to give more
descriptive results.
• The visualization part of this project is a novel work which makes
the result unique and provides incentive for further research. At this
point the reconstruction and visualization of the slab is a result of
statistical modelling among parameters of many subduction zones.
It would be interesting though to gather existing data concerning the
Cascadia zone exclusively and reconstruct the slab following the new
results. This could give details about the evolution of the subduction
in this zone which are now hidden. It would be also interesting
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to model other subduction parameters as well, whose visualization
would give more information about the subducting slab.
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